**Re-Build Syria Exhibition**

*We Must Open the Door of Opportunities. But We Must Also Equip Our People To Walk Through It*

**Re-Build Syria** Exhibition is an annual event to provide the best materials for the rebuilding of the country; it is specialized in fields of construction, energy, water treatment and covers every field under the reconstruction process. Year after year, Re-Build Syria has been growing and attracting more positive attention from all over the world; exhibitors, businessmen delegations, and investors are taking part in the massive construction opportunities in Syria. Re-Build Syria in its 3rd edition, is the biggest exhibition in Syria concerned with providing the most sophisticated and cutting-edge equipment from Syria and across the world. This event is under the patronage of the Syrian Government and with the cooperation of the Ministry of Public Works. It is considered as the connection point between the governmental sectors in Syria and the local & International companies by providing the perfect platform for B2B meetings.

Considering the huge damage caused by the war, Syria now is one of the most rivaling countries in the Middle East for having a huge number of upcoming projects, therefore it is in dire need for investors, new equipment and working forces to help with continuing the rebuilding process which has already started in the safe cities in Syria.

**The Rehabilitation of Syria Extends to:**

- Rebuilding and Reconstruction
- Agriculture
- Electricity
- Industry
- Water Treatment
- Banking & Investments
- Oil & Gas
- Real Estate Development
- Transportation
- Renewable Energy
- Bridges & Railroads
- Hospitals & Schools
- In addition to more sectors
- Security & Fire Protection
- Heavy Machinery & Vehicles
- Plastic, Print, Packaging & Petrochem

The rebuilding of Syria has been estimated by the government to cost up to ($500 Billion).

If opportunity doesn’t knock, we build you the door for a better future. Be with us in the biggest event in Syria and have the chance to enter the most growing market in the world to have a part in the upcoming rebuilding projects in the country.
SYRIA STONE

The 6th International Trade Exhibition in the Middle East and Syria, specialized in Materials, Equipment and Accessories of Stone, Marble, Basalt, Granite, Mosaic, Tiles and Sanitary Ware.

SYRIA STONE:
- Offers a unique opportunity for the construction industry from Syria and across the world, showcasing new products and technologies in the exhibition.
- It is an annual event meant to focus on the development of building materials and construction technologies. The motive and objective behind the event is to bring forward the recent developments in the field of construction activities.
- It is also a convenient platform to meet the leading investors in Syria in the stone industry, manufacturers, suppliers and professionals, to exchange views and discuss the new projects with international companies.
- It is intended to be a great attraction to a large number of professionals and visitors both from Syria and abroad.

AL- SALIMAH INDUSTRIAL ZONE:
AL-Salimah industrial zone located 15 KM from Damascus and currently has about 200 facilities specializes in marble cutting and drilling, sculptures, blocks, tiles and other concrete industries. The industrial zone is the only one that works in the field of building materials in Damascus and its countryside. Represent an investment opportunity giving that a big number of quarries and factories are subjected to investment. And today there are many studies that consider expanding the zone.

Stone & Its Products:
- Granite Blocks, Slabs & Finished Products.
- Finished Marble Products.
- Natural Stone.
- Stone Products.
- Onyx.
- Travertine.

Stone Technology and Equipment:
- Abrasives and Adhesives.
- Cutting, Polishing and Handling.
- Equipment Materials.
- Surface Treatment Chemicals.
- Mosaic Machines.
- Drilling Tools.
- Transports Hosting and Packaging.
- Diamond Tools.
Syria Scape

The 2nd annual, International Banking, Real Estate & Investment Exhibition, and the pioneer in showcasing the upcoming Real Estate opportunities across major property markets.

SyriaScape is your way to be part of the Syrian growing market for experienced and aspiring real estate investors across the region. Meet and sell to qualified and motivated investors, because at the upcoming phase, the investment domain will be intensively focused upon by being one of the major sectors of the rebuilding process through its contribution to the national economy and development. It is a unique platform to escalate business networking through banking services, top executives, the regional and international investors, developers, investment promotion authorities and other real estate professionals to drive growth in real estate investment and development across emerging markets globally.

SyriaScape is the true platform for both local and international real estate companies and banks to meet with businessmen delegations from across the world and showcase their products and services.

Sectors covered:
- Banking Services.
- Property Development.
- Project Developers/ Builders/ Owners.
- Construction Companies/ Contractors.
- Property Investment.
- Real Estate Funds/ Reits.
- Investment Houses.
- Private Property Companies.
- Real Estate Consultancy/ Agency/ Service Providers.
- Consultants/ Contractors.
- Lawyers, Auditing Companies.
- Estate Agent/ Renting-Leasing Agency.
- Property Auctioneers.
- Regional Authorities.
- Economic Development.
- Investment Authorities/ Free Zones.
**Green World:**


It will be held during Re-Build Syria Exhibition. The event offers the perfect platform to insure the rehabilitation of the soil and the agriculture fields in Syria, and helps to present the machinery for professional plant production.

**Basic Information:**
The agricultural work in Syria covers about 17% of the total workforce or about 900 thousand workers. The arable and forest area in Syria is about 6.5 million hectares.

After the harm of the war, Syria has a huge potential for agricultural growth, and it needs new equipment and machinery to help its rehabilitation and improvement.

**Sectors Covered:**
- Flower Farming.
- Fruits, Vegetables and Date Farming.
- Fertilizers and Pesticides.
- Nurseries and Crop Protection.
- Milking Machines.
- Irrigation Systems.
- Tractor and Power Machines.
- Soil Cultivation Machines.
- Planting Machines.
- Produce Sorter Machines.
- Harvesting / Post-harvest Machines.
- Green Houses.
- Water Management Systems.
- Pesticide Control and Solutions.
- Pumping Systems and Extensions.
- Water Treatment Systems.
- Alternative Energy System.
International Trade Exhibition for the rebuilding & the rehabilitation of Hospitals & Schools in Syria, the event will take place during the Re-Build Syria Exhibition on Damascus Fairground City.

The Health Exhibition is the most important platform for all medical professionals to be exposed to the latest and most sophisticated innovations in the medical industry under one roof. Statistics say that over 39% of the hospitals in Syria were severely damaged during the war, and (over 12% of these hospitals are completely out of service). So this exhibition aims to attract investors and distribute equipment to help provide opportunities from Syria and abroad by showcasing the qualified materials to rebuild and restore the health sector.

The Education Exhibition focuses on the design, build and maintenance of outstanding education facilities for schools and colleges all over the country, to help provide the best conditions and bring the education level in Syria to its standards. The education sector in Syria was significantly damaged during the war, Statistics say that over 1500 school facilities were destroyed, and Syria now is in dire need of rebuilding and utilizing the ruined buildings to restore and improve the education system in Syria.

**Sectors Covered:**

- Accident & Emergency Equipment.
- Building Technology & Services.
- Communication & Information Technology.
- Dental Equipment & Supplies.
- Diagnostics.
- Disinfection & Disposal Systems.
- Electromedical Equipment.
- Fabrics/Laundry.
- Medical Furniture & Equipment.
- Medical Technology.
- Laboratory Equipment.
- Medical Consumables.
- Ophthalmic Supplies.
- Rehabilitation Equipment/ Orthopaedic Supplies.
- Pharmaceutical Supplies.
- Services & Publications.
- Building Education Facilities.
- Providing Desks & School Boards.
Security, Fire Protection & Technology:

International Commercial Exhibition specialized in security, safety systems, fire alarms, and the most sophisticated Technology & Hardware for a better and more secure future.

The exhibition will take place during Re-Build Syria 2017 Exhibition on Damascus Fairground City.

**Smart Techno** aims to bring together local & international exhibitors, manufacturers, distributors, security and technology professionals to connect and create unparalleled business opportunities. During this exhibition you will find the latest, most effective and cutting edge technologies and product services to meet the requirement of the Syrian growing market.

**By exhibiting, you can:**
- Assess your competition
- Enter the new and growing market.
- Showcase product and service solutions.
- Develop channel networks.
- Expand your business through matching and meeting high-profile visitors, experts, decision-makers and buyers from this industry.

**Sectors Covered:**
- Security Systems for Community Safety Protection.
- Building Intelligence and Automation Systems.
- Security Alarming Systems.
- Access Control Systems.
- Biometrical Identification Technology.
- Personal Body Protection Equipment.
- Security Hardware, Including Anti-theft Door, Lock etc.
- Surveillance and Protection Systems.
- Police Communications and Applications.
- Anti-explosion and Contraband Detection Equipment.
- Emergency and Rescue Equipment.
- Information Safety and Protection Products.
- Security Products for Civil Application.
- Other Security Products.
Print and Packaging

It will be held during Re-Build Syria exhibition on Damascus Fairgrounds City. The goal of the event is to provide the latest technologies and equipment in the printing and packaging sectors. By exhibiting, you can connect with suppliers, distributors, buyers and gain a perspective on the industry that drives innovation at the plant.

Sectors Covered:
Printing:
• Audit Equipment.
• 3D Printing.
• Buffing Machines.
• Printing Machines.
• Design & Printing Services.
• Digitals Direct Printing Techniques.
• Folding & Cutting Machines.
• Large Format Printers.
• Paper & Printing Supplies.
• Prepress Equipment.

Packaging:
• Consumer Goods Canning & Packaging.
• Design & Manufacturing Services.
• Filling Machines.
• Food Packaging Equipment.
• Industrial Packaging Equipment.
• Packaging Machinery.
• Packaging Materials.
• Packaging Supplies.
• Paper Production Equipment.
The exhibitors can also benefit by distributing their latest technologies, products, services and solutions for all retailers and consumer packaged goods.

The organizers of the event aim to provide the exhibitor professional visitors, potential buyers and business partners across the region and to take the opportunity to open up new fields of business.

**Sectors Covered:**

**Plastics:**
- Chemicals, Raw Materials & Suppliers.
- Compounds.
- Consulting Services.
- Irrigation Necessities.
- Plastic Bags & Containers.
- Plastic Furniture.
- Plastic Healthcare Products.
- Plastic Injection Systems.
- Plastic for Household Items.
- Plastics for Packaging.
- PVC Pipes.
- Plastic Health Care Products.
- Raw Material Machines.

**Petrochem:**
- Chemical & Petrochemical Processing & Handling Equipment.
- Chemical Engineering Systems.
- Chemical Plant Machinery & Petrochemical Equipment.
- Consultancies & Energy Sources.
- Environmental Safety Equipment.
- Filters & Filtration Systems.
The Venue:
It's one of the most modern and international fairgrounds, which was opened on the 3rd of September 2003 and considered one of the biggest constructions in the Middle East.
It occupies 1.2 million sq. m, with built exhibition space 63.000 sq. m, an open exhibition space of 150.000 sq. m, a business centre area 2.725 sq. m, a paved parking with a capacity of more than 25.000 cars in addition to green yards 350.000 sq. m. It has a prestigious location in the capital city Damascus between the airport and the international highway.
The international fairground contains the most modern exhibition halls, Indoor and service rooms according to the international measurements.

Travel and Accomodation:
Syria is well connected by its international airport to a number of major world capitals and could be reached via Lebanon by Land.
The city has a wide selection of international hotels.

Reserving & Booking Space:
You may send your inquiries or book your space by:
• Fax: +963 11 332 1119
• Via e-mail to: info@al-bashek.com
• Visiting our website: www.al-bashek.com